
A local artist

Pupils will talk to a local artist 
who paints / draws pictures in 
and around the local area.

Sutton Hoo

Pupils will visit Sutton Hoo to 
learn more about the Anglo 
Saxons.
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A local history study

Describe how Britain was ruled 
in Anglo-Saxon times.
Describe appearance of Anglo-
Saxons men and women.
Identify  the main areas of 
Britain where the Anglo-Saxons 
settled.

Why on earth?

This unit is designed to look 
further than the local area and 
focuses on world maps. Pupils 
will look at key cities in Europe 
and other continents and 
understand how the climate 
and land type affects where 
people settle. 

History

Geography

We Are Bloggers

Blogging provides a worldwide 
audience for pupils’
work. Commenting on others’ 
work extends pupils’
sense of membership of a 
learning community
beyond school. In this unit, 
pupils create a media-rich
blog, comment on blogs and 
respond to comments.

Computing

Material World

In this topic, the 
children learn 
about materials 
and how they 
change. First they 
test properties of 
materials, before 
looking at how 
materials dissolve, 
what a solution is, 
and evaporation. 
Finally the children 
compare 
reversible and 
irreversible 
changes.

Science
School Trip 

Visitor

Career Link Visitor 
The Newspaper reporter 

Pupils will meet a reporter from
the local newspaper to discuss 
what the job involves, the 
positive aspects of the job and 
the drawbacks. 

CHRISTIANITY – Gospel/ 
Testament

The main focus of this unit 
comes from the theme of 
revelation; the words of Allah 
revealed to the Prophet 
Muhammad by the angel Jibril. 
It concentrates on the main 
question “What do sacred 
texts and other sources say 
about God, the world and 
human life?” 

R.ET
Topic

Outcome
Anglo Saxon Day 

Pupils will organise and lead an 
Anglo Saxon Day with re-
enactments of Saxon life, Saxon 
clothing and Saxon food & 
traditions. 

Dragon Pneumatics

Pupils will design a create a 
pneumatic dragon mechanism. 
Pupil will then make the dragon 
and evaluate the success of 
their projects. 

D & T
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Reading 
• Apply knowledge of morphology & etymology when 

reading new words 
• Reading & discuss a broad range of genres & texts 
• Identifying & discussing themes 
• Make recommendations to others 
• Learn poetry by heart 
• Draw inference & make predictions 
• Discuss authors’ use of language 
• Retrieve & present information from non-fiction texts. 
• Formal presentations & debates 
Writing 
• Secure spelling, inc. homophones, prefixes, silent letters, 

etc. 
• Use a thesaurus 
• Legible, fluent handwriting 
• Plan writing to suit audience & purpose 
• Develop character, setting and atmosphere in narrative 
• Use organisational & presentational features 
• Use consistent appropriate tense 

• Proof-reading  Perform own compositions 

Grammar 
• Use expanded noun phrases 
• Use modal & passive verbs 
• Use relative clauses 
• Use commas for clauses 
• Use brackets, dashes & commas for parenthesis 
Speaking & Listening 
• Give well-structured explanations 
• Command of Standard English 
• Consider & evaluate different viewpoints 
• Use appropriate register 

Number/Calculation 
• Secure place value to 1,000,000 
• Use negative whole numbers in context 
• Use Roman numerals to 1000 (M) 
• Use standard written methods for all four operations 
• Confidently add & subtract mentally 
• Use vocabulary of prime, factor & multiple 
• Multiply & divide by powers of ten 
• Use square and cube numbers 

Geometry & Measures 
• Convert between different units 
• Calculate perimeter of composite shapes & area of 

rectangles 
• Estimate volume & capacity 
• Identify 3-d shapes 
• Measure & identify angles 
• Understand regular polygons 
• Reflect & translate shapes 
• Data 
• Interpret tables & line graphs 
• Solve questions about line graphs 

Fractions 
• Compare & order fractions 
• Add & subtract fractions with common denominators, 

with mixed numbers. 
• Multiply fractions by units 
• Write decimals as fractions 
• Order & round decimal numbers

• Link percentages to fractions & decimals 

M
MATHS

L
LITERACY

Imaginary Stories.

Text Types


